Do you envisage to conduct research in Germany or Europe? Do you want to take a step forward and push your scientific career? You are seeking financial support for your next research project?

The European Union offers several opportunities to fund your research - regardless of your scientific field and your nationality. EU Research funding not only enables you to carry out your research project but also gives you the opportunity to acquire additional skills, to gain cross-disciplinary experience and to boost your career.

... and KoWi is ready to support you...

KoWi is the European Liaison Office of the German Research Organisations and is also part of the German National Contact Point ERC: www.nks-erc.de

Our portfolio includes information, advice and training on European Research funding for researchers and administrators at universities and research organisations in Germany.

What we at KoWi offer you:

- Information on European Research funding
- Hands-on tips for proposal writing
- Interview trainings for potential ERC grantees
- Help to manage the awarded grant

Interested? Go to www.kowi.eu

You have gained your PhD during the last 8 years? You want to gain more international experience?

The Marie Skłodowska-Curie Postdoctoral Fellowships are perfect to enhance your mobility!

It supports researchers of all nationalities who have not spent more than 12 months during the last 3 years in the country of their future host organisation to conduct their research project together with a host institution.

What do you need?

An idea for a promising research project & a host institution that suits your project and will provide institutional support.

What MSCA-Fellowships offer:

- Aim? To enhance your skills and competences by enabling you to go abroad and to carry out your project.
- What? The fellowship covers living + mobility allowance, networking and research expenses, management costs & overheads in form of flat rates.
- For how long? Up to 3 years.
- When? Submission deadline for proposals ends in September each year.

You are an experienced Postdoc? You are interested in fundamental research? You have a groundbreaking project idea? You plan to start your own research team?

The European Research Council (ERC) is what you are looking for!

It supports researchers who show potential to be a research leader & their innovative frontier research projects. Your research must be conducted in a public or private research organisation in Europe that will host you and your team. The selection takes place through open competition. The sole evaluation criterion is scientific excellence.

What do you need?

An excellent scientific track record & a cutting edge research proposal.

What ERC Grants offer:

- Aim? To boost your independece as a researcher by enabling you to form a research team and to carry out your project.
- What? Millions of funding, depending on the funding scheme.
- When? Submission deadline for proposals is once a year.
KoWi provides information, advice and training to support the successful participation of researchers in Germany within the European Framework Programme for Research and Innovation. With a budget of more than EUR 95.5 billion for the period 2021-2027, Horizon Europe is the main instrument of EU Research and Innovation funding.

Would you like to participate in Horizon Europe?
Are you preparing a Horizon Europe proposal?
Have you obtained funding for a Horizon Europe project?

KoWi offers you the following services:

Information
- KoWi-Newsletter
  newsletter on EU R&I opportunities
- KoWi-Website
  latest information on EU Research funding
- Information Events
  information events for researchers in Germany

Advice
- For Individuals
  custom-made support service on proposal writing and project implementation
- For Small Groups
  advice on selected funding programmes tailored to the requirements of small target groups
- EU Coaching
  successful positioning in Horizon Europe
- EU Strategy
  strategic support for university leadership

Training
- EU-Kompakt (in German only)
  introduction to EU Research funding, funding schemes and mechanisms

Follow us on twitter: @KoWi_EU
www.kowi.eu

Members of the Association:

- DAAD
- AIF
- STIFTERVERBAND
- DFG
- Fraunhofer
- Helmholtz
- HRK
- MAX PLANCK

European Liaison Office of the German Research Organisations

- financed by the German Research Foundation (DFG)
- as a Central Research Facility
- supported by the Association for the Promotion of European and International Cooperation in Science e.V.

EU-Intensiv
in-depth training on proposal writing and project management

Research in Europe
provides insights into national and European funding programmes for graduates and postdoc researchers

EU Mentoring (in German only)
specialised training for EU liaison officers

KoWi Annual Conference (in German only)
annual conference on EU Research funding

KoWi Brussels
conference infrastructure, guest stays, networking, visitors’ programme

Follow us on twitter: @KoWi_EU